S1: Calculation of Angstrom exponent of semi-volatile aerosol absorption/scattering 43 44 As mentioned in the original manuscript, 'wet' sample always represents ambient aerosol and
45
'dry' sample represents ambient air passing through TDD. For better clarification, how we 46 computed AAE and SAE, we provide below text as additional supplementary material.
48
The semi-volatile aerosol fraction contribution to ambient aerosol properties were measured 49 through the difference between wet and dry aerosol properties. There is a constant fraction contribution of semi-volatile aerosol physical-optical properties in 
102
Assuming wet aerosol SSA = 0.9 and scattering = 100, we derived the absorption using the The semi-volatile aerosol fraction contribution derived from regression slopes were used in 111 below equations.
116
For wet aerosols scattering =100 and absorption=11.11
117
Semi-volatile aerosol scattering from equn. 4 = 24.58 (Table S1 Column 3, given below) (for
118
TDD set temperature 50°C while absorption = ((11.11*17)/100)) ( 
